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Cities change over time.
The old architecture of
stone and bricks makes
way for structures in
concrete and steel. Old
professions too die out like the roadside cafes,
hair cutting shops, cycle
hire shops and simple
affordable eating places.
While sometimes
inevitable, not all
changes are necessarily
positive or desirable.
That's part of the reason
why we love our city's
heritage, its old world
charm and its places
that hold a special place
in our hearts. In these
photographs I wanted
to capture shops and
professions that are
disappearing and may
not survive another
generation. The
keymaker, the simple
chai shop, the one man
jewellery shop serving
the needs of the
common man and
others who add colour
and charm to our city
and its visual texture are
on the verge of
extinction and may only
survive in photographs
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Omkareshwar Mandir, Pune by Sanjeev Joshi

Message from the Convenor

Dear Friends
It is my pleasure to share our recent
issue of Pune Patrika which is a
combined issue for updates over the
last year. The newsletter brings to you
interesting articles, columns and
excerpts from rare books, thus making it
like a keepsake.
Our monthly series of Warsaa Walks and
Workshops continues to present
interesting sessions and workshops on
lesser known heritage crafts. INTACH
Pune also launched a club ‘Heritage
club’ with focus on involving youth in
conducting and attending interesting
non-technical sessions on diverse
aspects of heritage. The group meets
fortnightly.
It was a pleasure to host the
Maharashtra State Convenors’ meeting
where convenors from INTACH Chapters
from Maharashtra came together to
exchange ideas and brainstorm on
issues related to heritage conservation.
We also tied up with a number of likeminded organizations for heritage
awareness programmes, film festivals,
workshops and conferences.
Along with a mosaic of heritage
awareness events over the year, the
highlight is the ‘Heritage and us’
exhibition launched on 9th February

2017. Supported by INTACH grant, the
INTACH Pune Chapter created this
unique exhibition with an aim to spread
awareness about the importance of
heritage and how to perceive heritage
as an integral part of development. The
exhibition is designed as traveling
exhibition and will travel to various cities
across Maharashtra.
Currently the government is
aggressively promoting the concept of
“Smart Cities” for development.
Unfortunately “Heritage” word is
perceived by people against
“development”. INTACH has always
been promoting the concept of
“Heritage for Development”. It is
therefore important that a concept of
“Heritage” is understood correctly by
the society and more volunteers
support the cause of INTACH through
their initiative and participation.
I appeal to our members to write to us
with your suggestions and ideas and
continue to contribute in whichever way
you can towards the cause of our
heritage.

Shrikant Nivasarkar

Chow-Chow Cover Story

(This is an excerpt from the book Chow-chow by Amelia Cary, published in 1857.
Her husband was Governor at Mumbai and with him she travelled large parts of
the country. During her journeys she kept a journal which was published later in a
book form. We are reprinting an edited version of her visit to Wai, Dhom and
Menavali in a two part story.What does 'Chow-chow' mean? Check out the book at
archives.org and find out for yourself!)

I know nowhere a more lovely spot than Waee, and although I often visited it
during my stay in India. I saw new beauties every time. Here there is grand scenery,
as well as pleasing, quiet spots and charming bits.
The view from the traveller's bungalow is perfectly beautiful. Behind the city rise
hills of all the shapes which are peculiar to the mountains in the Deccan. There are
round, peaked, flat-topped hills; some covered with rocks, looking at a distance like
forts and castles. One hill, near the city, rises very abruptly, and has n hill-fort on
the top. It is called Pandooghur.
Waee is crowded with temples. In all directions from the verandah of the traveller's
bungalow, temple after temple is seen, some of simple architecture, others
elaborately carved some have their ornaments gaily coloured, while others show
only the natural rich grey of the rock of which they are built. All along the edge of
the river, on the side of the town, are handsome flights of stone steps, where
women were filling their vases with water; men driving their cattle over the river;
priests washing vessels used in the temples, or sitting lazily on the stone walls,
looking like monkeys, and gazing into the sacred Crishna.
In the large temple of Gunputty is an image of that god hewn out of half of an
enormous stone. The other half is carved into a very large and sleek 'nundi,'in the
temple of Mahadeo, close by.
The canopy, or mundup, in front of Mahadeo's temple, is very light, and a beautiful
specimen of stone-work, as far as accurate masonry goes. The roof, like that of
Gunputty's temple, is like a pavement reversed; it is made by cutting stones so as
to form three cubes, joined at the corners; these are then locked together, so that
each stone locks into a portion of six of its neighbour; and when the roof is
complete, the support, generally of earth, is dug out, from the inside of the temple,
and the spectator from below sees only the flat under surface of the third, or
lowest cube.
At about five miles from Waee, is a small village, called Dom. I was attracted there,
having heard of a very large basin, and a singular pillar, and, besides, that the idols
were all of white marble. I was rewarded for my trouble; all these objects stood in
the court yard of an exceedingly handsome temple. The pillar is about five feet
high. On the top are five white marble heads of Siva with the usual cobras twisting

about them. A pillar is an emblem of that god.
The enormous basin stood in the middle of the court. It is very remarkable-all of
stone and of very considerable dimensions; on the edges are carved lotus-leaves.
And the brim thereof was wrought like the brim of a cup, with flowers of lilies.
On a stone pedestal was an enormous black tortoise, which the Hindoos believe
supports the world. On its back reposes a 'nundi,' or bull; over him a canopy, or
roundup, the pillars of which rest on the back of the tortoise.
On the roof of the canopy is a small temple, with its carvings painted many
colours. When there is water in the basin, the tortoise appears to float on it,
bearing on its back the bull and temple.
On returning to Waee in the evening, I saw several natives hastening to meet me.
One of them told my parsee servant that the widow of Nana Furnawees had heard
I was in the neighbourhood, and begged I would, as I passed her village, pay her a
visit. I was very glad to have the opportunity of seeing her, and so hurried on to.
Passing a narrow lane, I came suddenly on a handsome flight of steps, leading
down to the Crishna, where a scene burst on me I did not expect. There was the
glorious evening sky, against it stood a dark temple, and palms, and bamboos with
their drooping boughs dipping in the sacred stream. In a few minutes the walls,
and steps, were covered with villagers, all having hastened out to meet me. The
entrance to her villa was very primitive, and not I thought suitable to the widow of
Nana Furnawees, the great minister of the Peishwa. There were small court-yards,
with inclosures, in which were goats, cows, and other domestic animals, under
sheds were heaps of old rusty arms. Numerous servants received me at the door of
the house, some dressed, and some very undressed. I followed a person up a very
steep, narrow staircase, perfectly dark, and entered immediately into a small room,
quite open to the front, with no windows. Between the pillars hung very shabby
curtains, an old bit of carpet, and two ricketty looking chairs were all the furniture
of this apartment.
Here I sat some minutes among a number of strange, wild-looking people,
wondering from whence the lady would appear, when I perceived a small, low
door-way at the end of the room, before which hung a bamboo blind.
I saw all eyes were directed towards that doorstill the lady came notat last I
inquired if she were coming,one said in reply, "Her feet were painful." I therefore

concluded, that as she was somewhat aged, she could not move fast. I was much
amused by some of her servants going up to the door, and peeping behind the
blind. Presently there was a great stir behind it, and a mysterious hand gave out
two very large and square packages. The attendants opened them,one was a
picture, as large as life, of Nana Furnawees, the other of his master, poor Mahadeo
Rao, the young Peishwa. They could scarcely be placed upright; the ceiling of the
room was so low.
In a few minutes there was a still greater bustle behind the blindit was pushed on
one side, and I beheld, sitting in the small doorway, and as if in a frame, a little old
womanthere she remained motionless, reminding me somewhat of one of the
Hindoo deities in its shrine.

(This is an excerpt from the book Chow-chow by Amelia Cary, published in 1857.
Her husband was Governor at Mumbai and with him she travelled large parts of
the country. During her journeys she kept a journal which was published later in a
book form. We are reprinting an edited version of her visit to Wai, Dhom and
Menavali in a two part story.What does 'Chow-chow' mean? Check out the book at
archives.org and find out for yourself!)

The little old woman was covered- from head to foot with a large red shawl. When
I advanced to her, she gave me her hand, and was very silent at first, so I had time
to observe her. She is very old, but still traces of great beauty are visible, the
features small and delicate, and her eyes large and bright for her age; her little
naked feet peeped out from under the folds of her shawl, and I remarked her
hands were well formed. On her forehead she had a small round black sectarian
mark. Very little conversation was carried on, beyond enquiry after each other's
health; the pictures, however, were naturally the topic of discourse, and she
seemed to prize them. They had been painted by a good European artist, in the
time of her husband's greatest prosperity. She had also a few letters, written to her
by the Duke of Wellington, when he undertook to settle her affairs with the
Peishwa, in 1804, and these she seemed greatly to value. It was getting late. I bade
her farewell, groping my way down the dark staircase, and when I reached the
bottom, felt thankful I had not broken my neck. I was covered with flowers, having
thick chains and bracelets of jessamine, and holding in my hand a sceptre made of
the same flowers.
About eight miles from Waee is a banyan tree, covering a space of ground
between three and four acres. Under this magnificent tree I remained some hours.
The shade was so complete; I could sit in the middle of the day without any
covering on my head. I have described elsewhere the singular manner in which the
boughs of the banyan tree bend down and take root. The tree I am describing was
of such a size that separate picnic parties might take place under it, and not
interfere with each other. There were countless avenues, or rather aisles, like those
of a church, the pale-grey stems being the columns, which, as the sun fell on them,
glittered in parts like silver; and here and there were little recesses like chapels,
where the roots from the boughs formed themselves into delicate clustering pillars,
up and down which little squirrels were chasing each other; while large monkeys
were jumping from bough to bough, the boughs cracking and creaking, as if both
monkeys and boughs would fall on my head,
There are many banyan trees, of great size, in this part of India; but I have never
heard or read of any larger, or more perfect, than this. The exact area shaded by it
at noon-day is, by careful measurement, three acres and three-quarters. The space
covered is a symmetrical oval. There is no brushwood underneath, nor anything to
interrupt the view, except the numerous stems of the tree itself. My tree is so
regular in its external shape, as to take off in, some degree, from its beauty. It

looks, at a little distance, like a closely planted clump of trees, or a gigantic green
mushroom; but in every other respect, seen from underneath, it is beautiful,
whether in the heat of noon-day, or in the dark night, when the servants and
camp-followers have lighted their watch-fires in its lofty aisles; or, perhaps, most of
all, when a bright moonlight struggles through some of the few openings in the
leafy canopy. I really did not wonder at its being regarded by the simple villagers
as a deity; and many were the marvels they related of the punishments inflicted on
those who had violated its sanctity.
Towards evening, I returned to the travellers' bungalow at Waee and, the next
morning, paid a visit to a Hindoo gentleman, who had expressed a wish I should
see the fountains at his villa, outside Waee. Having never visited the country seat
of a native nobleman, I was glad to have an opportunity of seeing one.
The name of the gentleman was Bala Sahib Rastia. His ancestors built almost all the
temples at Waee; he is, therefore, a great man there, and is looked up to by all the
natives. The road to the MoteeBagh (garden of pearls), where Rastia's house
stands, led through lanes shaded by splendid bamboos, mangos, and tamarinds.
Many attendants were standing at the entrance. Rastia himself stepped forward,
and led me into the house of the 'garden of pearls'.
The house is curious as a specimen of the style of house built by the Mahomedans,
of which but few examples remain. They are not built round squares, like the
Mahratta houses, but are entirely open on one side, from top to bottom, and
shaded by huge curtains. The MoteeBagh is about eighty-five years old; but the
decorations are still fresh, except that one of the mirrors has been broken by an
enraged monkey, who got in from the garden, and believed he had met with a rival
intruder. The walls and ceilings are brightly painted with gay arabesque patterns,
and pictures of Hindoo potentates and deities.
We went up a very narrow staircase into the room from whence we could see the
fountains play; and there Rastia sat by my side. The fountains were on a very
primitive plan, I conclude. In a long empty basin were two rows of pipes, beside
each of which stood a man who held a stout wooden plug, which closed the
mouth of the pipe. At a given signal they set the fountains playing, and then all
scampered out; each man did not scramble up that part of the side of the basin
nearest to him, but they followed each other to one end of it, when they got out as

fast as they could; those who came out the last, were wet through, though they
had very little clothing, and ran to a charcoal fire to dry themselves. In the
meantime, the pearls had exhausted themselves; the men were called back to
make them play again. This was repeated over and over again, and it was with
difficulty I could restrain a smile; but the good old Rastia was so delighted, that it
was a pleasure to see him made so happy.
This gentleman was a very fine specimen of his class. He had been a Mahratta
chief, and won his spurs as honorary commandant of the Peishwa's horse at the
siege of Seringapatam, and afterwards served under the Duke in the South
Mahratta country.
Amelia Cary (Viscountess Falkland)
Chow-chow: being Selections from a Journal kept in India, Egypt and Syria
London: Hurst & Blackett, 1857

Editorial
‘Traveling – it leaves you speechless,
then turns you into a storyteller.’
Ibn Battutah (The travels of Ibn Battutah)
“Traveling – it leaves you speechless,
then turns you into a storyteller.” – Ibn
Battutah (The travels of Ibn Battutah)
Travels in space and time, especially the
past, are narratives of history and
culture. Our cover story, an excerpt from
the book Chow-chow, presents to us the
familiar Wai, Dhom and Menavali
through the eyes of a British
noblewoman Amelia Cary, Viscountess
Falkland, who travelled to India in the
early nineteenth century. It gives us an
interesting peek into life in this region
through the eyes of the 'other', adding a
new story to a familiar narrative.
We also travel through time to Kokan
with the 'Shevga', a part of personal
heritage shared by one of our readers
for a new column 'My Heritage' that we
have introduced in this issue. A simple
kitchen utensil that reminds us of a lost
recipe and a lost culture! We hope our
readers will share more such interesting
objects and stories in the forthcoming
issues.
Our column on sedentary play traditions
continues with fascinating facts and
details on the topic, as does the one on
traditional construction materials, viz.
Newasa stone used in a contemporary

way and the use of lime in building
practices. The column ‘On the shoulder
of giants’, talks about historians
V.K.Bhave, a luminary in the field, who is
well known for his writings on
Shivakalin and Peshwekalin
Maharashtra and V. K. Rajwade, who
established Bharat Itihas Samshodhak
Mandal in Pune.
An update on many interesting events
of the Pune chapter remain an
important part of the Patrika. We also
bring to you a project by ASEF Summer
University on traditional festivals and
sustainability, specifically the Ganpati
festival that is at the heart of Pune's
socio-cultural fabric.
We thank our readers for the positive
and encouraging response to the 'new'
Patrika and we hope to enrich it further
with your support and contribution. Do
write to us at
intachpune.patrika@gmail.com. Your
inputs and suggestions are most
welcome.

Manjusha Ukidve

What's up! Intach Pune Event Updates
1.Warsaa - The Heritage Shop's
12th Anniversary celebration:

On occasion of Warsaa - The Heritage
Shop's 12th Anniversary celebration, at
an Open Sketching Session and
Exhibition and Sale of Sketches
celebrating Pune's Heritage was
organised jointly with Pune Urban
Sketchers group at Shaniwar Wada,
Pune on Sunday, 3rd April 2016. The
sketching session was open for all to
join.

2.World Heritage Forum for
Youth

To celebrate the World Heritage Day 18th April 2016, INTACH Heritage
Academy, New Delhi took up a unique
initiative of hosting the first ever World
Heritage Forum for Youth in association
with the UNESCO, New Delhi from 18th
April to 22nd April 2016. Architect
Professor Mahesh Bangad, Life member
of the INTACH Pune was selected to
attend this forum as a representative
from the State of Maharashtra. The
forum provided a wonderful
opportunity to representatives from
various states to come together and
deliberate over World Heritage and
share their knowledge.

3.Green Culture
Week celebration

On the occasion of the World
Environment Day at Goethe-Institut /
Max Mueller Bhavan Pune's Green
Culture Week, Intach Pune Life
members Sarang Yadwadkar and Mukul
Mahabaleshwarkar presented concerns
in Pune Natural Heritage on 1st June
2016.

'Haravlela rasta' – documentary that was
launched by INTACH Pune at the
Kirloskar Vasundhara International Film
Festival 2016, is now available in Hindi
and English too.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WM
0ypDSp81I

Marathi and the waterman of India, Shri
Rajendra Singh for Hindi version.
Documentary synopsis: With increasing
urbanization, often short term solutions

4.Saving the
Pune Rivers Project
The documentary is on the recent cases
at National Green Tribunal against river
encroachment. The film is directed by
Varun Narvekar and the voice over is by
eminent actors Shri Neeraj Kabi for
English, Shri Sachin Khedekar for

are provided without giving a thought
to long term effects. The Pune
Municipal Corporation planned and
constructed a road on Mutha river bed
under the garb of providing an
alternative to the already congested
Sinhagad road. This is a story of the
river, the road and the struggle to
ensure safety of citizens.
INTACH Pune is also supporting a PIL,
recently filed at NGT, against proposed
Metro alignment in Pune's river bed.

INTACH Pune supported the Urban
design workshop at BNCA, Pune URBAN
DESIGN (5th -15th July 2016) with the
theme – Design as a catalyst for ecosocio-culturally sensitive development. .
The aim was to demonstrate through
design that river fronts in urban settings
are socially, culturally and
environmentally sustainable
developments. The workshop results
were exhibited at a public function and
with panel discussion of stake holders in
the city and the proposal to be
submitted to the PMC. International
repute architect Prof Johannes Widodo
from National University of Singapore
(NUS) conducted a five day session of
this project. Various experts from BNCA
and INTACH contributed to the
workshop as resource people.

5.Urban design workshop
at BNCA, Pune

6.Presentation at
Pune Expat Club:

Supriya Goturkar Mahabaleshwarkar, Coordinator, INTACH Pune conducted a
session on 'Festivals of India' was given by at the Pune Expat Club on 17 August
2016.

7.INTACH Heritage Quiz:

The INTACH Heritage Quiz Pune round
was conducted on 22nd August 2016
during which 100 students from 10
schools participated. Kaveri Institute was

the venue partner. Winning teams were
from Symbiosis School who stood 1st
and Paranjape School who stood 2nd .
The Maharashtra State round for 2016

was held on on 30th September 2016
and was also hosted by Pune Chapter.
Venue partner for the State round was
BNCA, Pune. The winners were from
DAV school, Thane. All participants at
the State round received certificates and
heritage related publications and T
shirts as souvenirs. The State round also
had performances on local music forms
'Nandi' and patriotic songs.

8.Session on Jataka Katha from
Ajanta for WIN
(Women's International) group.

9.'Heritage Sites Management
and Scientific Conservation'
Diploma Course

Ar Sharvey Dhongde, Co-convenor,
INTACH Pune and INTACH Maharashtra
conducted a session on Jataka Katha,
stories of Gautam Buddha, from the
world heritage sites Ajanta and Ellora
Caves, Aurangabad on 22nd September
2016 at P N Gadgil and sons Aundh
gallery.

INTACH, jointly with Deccan College,
launched the 'Heritage Sites
Management and Scientific
Conservation' Diploma Course on 6th
October 2016.

10.Workshop on Laser
Technology in Conservation

INTACH had partnered with Maharshi
Karve Stree Shikshan Samstha's Manilal
Nanavati Institute of Vocational Training
for a two day National Workshop on
Laser based conservation of heritage
sites and artefacts on 15th and 16th
Nov 2016. The workshop had
presentatoons by experts in this field,
covering practical aspects of using
lasers for conserving various materials
and artifacts. The applications range
from cleaning building surfaces and
features, paintings, manuscripts, cloth,
to metalwork and terracotta.

11.India Rivers Week

Ar Sarang Yadwadkar, Life member,
Intach Pune, was invited to present at
the at the India Rivers Week 2016 at
New Delhi from 28-30 November 2016.

12.CMS Vatavaran film festival

INTACH Pune was a programme partner
at the CMS VATAVARAN film festival 1418 Dec 2016. http://cmsvatavaran.org/
Along with the screenings of INTACH
Pune's film 'A road to nowhere', INTACH
Pune members contributed allied events
like panel discussions, presentations and
interactive sessions held at various
locations in the city.

14.Maharashtra
Convenors' meeting
13.Heritage and
Citizenship Workshop:

INTACH Pune representatives Supriya
Goturkar Mahabaleshwarkar and Jui
Tawade attended the Heritage and
Citizenship Workshop on 6-7 Dec 2016
at Jaipur conducted by HECS. The
workshop which launched INTACH's
Jago - Heritage and Citizenship
programme, aims at promoting heritage
awareness and conservation as good
citizenship values. To know more about
the workshop to be held in Pune, look
up our announcements section.

Maharashtra Convenors' meeting held
on 1st Feb 2017 was hosted by INTACH
Pune Chapter. MKSSS Dr. B N College of
Architecture was the venue partner.

15.Heritage and us' exhibition

One of the most important aspects of
protecting heritage and ensuring its
continuity is heritage awareness.
Supported by INTACH grant, the
INTACH Pune Chapter created the
exhibition 'Heritage and us'. The
exhibition was held at DES BMCC Tata
Hall, Pune. It was inaugurated on 9th
Feb 2017 at the hands of Mrs. Arti
Kirloskar, Patron, INTACH Pune. The
exhibition was launched on occasion on
the ongoing Pune Heritage Festival 4-12
Feb 2017, jointly organized by INTACH
Pune and Janwani. Guided tours of the
Exhibition were conducted throughout
the three days by expert guides for
school and college groups and other
visitors. Allied activities like Interactive
session on traditional Maharashtrian
food and demonstration of 'Modak'
preparation and Traditional Games
session were also organized. The
exhibition is designed as traveling
exhibition and will travel to various cities
across Maharashtra.

16.Cultural Resources
Management Conference
1-3 Feb 2017

17.Kirloskar Vasundhara
Environment Film Festival 2017

INTACH Pune was partner at the
conference on 'Participatory
Approaches for Cultural Resource
Management' on 1st, 2nd and 3rd
February, 2017 hosted by Maharshi
Karve Stree Shikshan Samstha's Dr B N
College of Architecture, Pune.
Conference was a combination of expert
lectures and Research Paper
presentations followed by panel
discussion for themes- Cultural
Resources, Heritage Management, and
Participatory Approaches.

INTACH was partner organization at the
Kirloskar Vasundhara Environment Film
Festival 2017.
http://www.kirloskarvasundharafest.in/
The 11th Kirloskar Vasundhara
International Film Festival was
organised during 4th to 11th Jan 2017

at Pune. This year's theme was 'Save
River, Save Life'. INTACH Pune's river
documentary 'Haravlela Rasta'/ 'Road to
nowhere' was screened at various
locations with an interactive session
with experts or as a part of workshops/
conferences. INTACH Pune contributed
to the concept and implementation of
'River walks' in the mornings. The theme
highlighted was 'River Walk' - for
Protection of the River from Pollution,
Encroachment and Exploitation.

18.Discover Pune
13 - 6-8th Jan 2017

Intach Pune jointly organizes this event
with Rotaract Club Pune Shaniwarwada.
DP or Discover Pune is one unique race

of heritage treasure hunt. The concept is
as simple as scanning the city with the
help of a few guidelines provided by the
organizers and completing the
objectives stated in the course of the
race. DP entered the 13th year this time.
We have come a long way from 6 teams
in 1st year to 57 teams this year. Dhepe
Wada and Drishti team supported this
event. This year's concept had an
essence of Indian Mythology. There
were 12 locations to be searched. These
12 locations were divided into 3
geographical areas - SwargLok, BhuLok
and PatalLok. Each area had 4 locations
in it in which revolved the treasure hunt.
It also had allied competitions for
school students and Pataleshwar
heritage walk along with the DP main
event.

19.My city my history essay and painting competition
for schools

20.Heritage Club

The Pune round of My City, My
Heritage, a pan India INTACH Essay and
Painting Competition was conducted at
the exhibition – heritage and us venue
on 11th Feb 2017.

INTACH Pune launched a club 'Heritage
club' with focus on involving youth in
conducting and attending interesting
non-technical sessions on diverse
aspects of heritage. The group meets
fortnightly.

21.INTACH logo in copper

INTACH Pune got the INTACH logo
hand crafted by Pune's Tambat artisans
to be put up at the new Knowledge
centre at the INTACH, office, New Delhi.

p

22.Warsaa Walks and
Workshops –

INTACH Pune continues its monthly series of understanding lesser known aspects
of our heritage. Following sessions were conducted over the year -

Gond painting workshop –
April 2016

Khadi workshop – June 2016

Real Bajirao Talk – May 2016

Tribal painting workshop –
Sep 2016

Chhau Mask Workshop –
Jul 2016

Traditional
Maharashtrian jewelry

Maharashtri style painting –
Oct 2016

Madhubani painting – Nov 2016

Kalamkari painting – Dec 2016

Traditional games session –
Feb 2017

Traditional food interactive
session and demonstration –
Feb 2017

Khavda pottery – Jan 2017

Panipat 1761- An Authentic Account – Mar 2017

ASEF SU Update
The ASEF Summer University (SU) is a two week annual project run by the
Asia Europe Foundation (ASEF). The project fosters cross cultural networks
among youth from Asia Europe Meeting (ASEM) member countries.

The ASEF Summer University (SU) is a
two week annual project run by the Asia
Europe Foundation (ASEF). The project
fosters cross cultural networks among
youth from Asia Europe Meeting (ASEM)
member countries and offers a platform
for students and young professionals to
analyze, exchange best practices, and to
collaboratively develop proposals and
solutions for contemporary challenges
in Asia and Europe.We continue
presenting the series of ASEF SU
outcomes with Hack group 3 in this
issue.
Hack Group 3 theme: Traditional
festivals and sustainability: Ganesh
Festival
Hack Group 3 Participants:
1. Ms. Anjali Roberts, Australia
2. Ms. Liva Dudareva, Latvia
3. Ms. Lorna Reed, United Kingdom
4. Ms. Malika Shambulova, Kazakhstan
5. Mr. Martin Nielsen, Denmark
6. Ms. Mojca Lorber, Slovenia
7. Panagiotis Chatzimichail, Cyprus
8. Purevjav Tumendemberel, Mongolia

Mentors: Ar. Poorva Keskar and Dr.
Manjiri Bhalerao
The importance of intangible cultural
heritage is not the cultural
manifestation itself but rather the
wealth of knowledge and skills that is
transmitted. Festivals represent the
mass expression of living heritage.
Festivals are potent grounds to breed
exchange of ideas, concepts, believe
and keep traditions alive. Ganesh
Festival is one such intangible heritage
that has been practiced and kept alive
by the city of Pune. The modern history
of the Ganapati festival dates back to
1894, when an Indian nationalist, Bal
Gangadhar Tilak, gave it a distinct
political face. One of Tilak's
achievements was to make the
Ganapati festival as the vehicle to speak
for the aspirations of the Indian who
desired independence from British rule.
The innovations introduced by Tilak
consisted in making the Ganapati
festival into a community-based
enterprise. In its present form, the
Ganapati festival, which is best
observed in Pune, retains to a very

large degree the characteristics with
which it was celebrated earlier. However,
the increasing scale of festivities are
aggravating Pune's existing issues of
river pollution, waste management ,etc.
and continuous efforts are being made
for awareness regarding noise pollution,
idol immersion in rivers and appropriate
treatment of “Nirmalya”,wet flower and
leaf waste offered to the god. There
seems to be a need to relook at the way
this festival is celebrated so as to sustain
the benefits the festival offers in terms
of strengthening the community life
with an opportunity of exchange of
ideas, beliefs and oral traditions and at
the same time minimize the adverse
environment impacts which may render
this living culture unsustainable.

Vision:
An online and offline platform, Vikalpa
helps Mandals, NGO's and the Pune
Municipal Council who wish to sustain
the tradition of the Ganesh Utsav while
reducing its environmental loadings by
increasing awareness and collaboration
across stakeholders
Outcome:
Participants of hack group 3 presented a
model of a mobile app that connects
Pune citizens with Ganesh Mandals and
other stake holders promoting ecofriendly ways of festival celebration.

Culture of Sedentary Play in Maharashtra
The Board Game in Mahabharata Column
by Amit Deshmukh
Amit is a product designer presently teaching at the MIT Institute of Design.

While tracing history of board games, apart from literary evidence, another source
of information though not authentic, is the mythological & religious stories. One of
the most common introductions of board game to a child through such
mythological story happens in Mahabharata.
The episode of Mahabharata, where the game of dice changed fate of Pandavas, is
commonly interpreted as game of Chaupar (Pachisi). But it is most likely to be
Backgammon. The aspect of gambling at every dice throw is more likely in the
gameplay of Backgammon.
Interestingly, earlier depictions of board games in sculptures or paintings that show
the game to be backgammon, gets replaced by Chaupar in later phases. The game
played between Shiva & Parvati, formerly shown in sculptures as backgammon
gets depicted as Chousar in later Rajput & folk paintings. (A note on backgammon
in Mughal India – Andrew Topsfield)
Let's first understand the game play of Backgammon & Chousar.
The main similarities being both are race games & played with dice. The main
difference being backgammon is two players whereas Chousar is four players.

Fig 1 shows a typical game
play of backgammon with
the checkers in their initial
position

.Backgammon is a game for two players, played on a board consisting of twentyfour narrow triangles called points. The triangles alternate in color and are grouped
into four quadrants of six triangles each. The quadrants are referred to as a player's
home board and outer board, and the opponent's home board and outer board.
The home and outer boards are separated from each other by a ridge down the
center of the board called the bar. Each player has fifteen checkers of his own color.
The object of the game is move all your checkers into your own home board and
then bear them off. The first player to bear off all of their checkers wins the game.
The roll of the dice indicates how many points; the player is to move his checkers.
The following rules in short apply: A checker may be moved only to an open point,
one that is not occupied by two or more opposing checkers. The numbers on the
two dice constitute separate moves. A player who rolls doubles plays the numbers
shown on the dice twice. If an opposing checker lands on a point occupied by a
single checker of either color (blot), the blot is hit and placed on the bar. Any time
a player has one or more checkers on the bar, his first obligation is to enter those
checker(s) into the opposing home board. Once a player has moved all of his
fifteen checkers into his home board, he may commence bearing off.
Backgammon is played for an agreed stake per point. During the course of the
game, a player who feels he has a sufficient advantage may propose doubling the
stakes. A player who is offered a double may refuse, in which case he concedes the
game and pays one point. Otherwise, he must accept the double and play on for
the new higher stakes. This is the aspect of Backgammon which makes it a
gambling game.

Fig 2 shows a typical game board of
Chousar

Pachisi, also known as "Twenty Five", is considered national game of India. Pachisi
should not be confused with the modern Ludo (UK) which is simplified and less
skillful. The game of Pachisi is played on a board in the shape of a cross, each arm
being divided into three adjacent columns of eight squares. Three of the squares
on each arm are highlighted with a cross. These squares are called "castles". The
middle of the cross forms a large square called the Charkoni. Sixteen beehive
shaped pieces are used, four in black, four in green, four in red and four in yellow.
The element of chance is provided by 6 small cowry shells that, when thrown;
indicate an amount according to the following rules:
2 cowries with mouths up - 2
3 cowries with mouths up - 3
4 cowries with mouths up - 4
5 cowries with mouths up - 5
6 cowries with mouths up - 6 + grace
1 cowries with mouths up - 10 + grace
0 cowries with mouths up - 25 + grace
A grace is a special allowance which is a critical part of the game. The game is for
four players playing as partners. It is possible to play the game with two players.
To begin, the pieces are placed in the Charkoni. Each player's objective is to move
all four pieces down the middle of the nearest arm, around the edge of the board
in an anti-clockwise direction and then back up the same arm to finish back in the
Charkoni. If a piece finishes on a non-castle square inhabited by one or more
enemy pieces, the enemy pieces are captured. Captured pieces are returned to the
Charkoni from where they must start again with a grace. Pachisi is a team game,
and is only won when both partners have all eight pieces home.
In Choupar, three long dice are used instead of cowry shells. Each long die has 1
and 6 on opposing faces and 2 and 5 (or sometimes 3 and 4) on the other faces.
There are no graces or extra throws. Castle squares are absent or, if played upon a
Pachisi board, are ignored. Pieces start on specific squares instead of the Charkoni
although captured pieces are returned to the Charkoni. At start of the game, each
set of four pieces are positioned on squares 6, 7, 23 and 24 from the Charkoni.
Pieces can be melded together to form a "super-pieces". Each throw can be split
into its constituent parts and shared across the pieces. An exact throw is required
for a piece to get home. All the blacks must be got home before a yellow piece can

go home. All the reds must be got home before a green piece can go home.
The multiplayer aspect of Chousar / Pachisi may in fact have increased its
popularity. Interestingly, game play of Pachisi takes longer time & tends to become
boring as compared to Backgammon. Thus it was really a good game to kill time &
may have added to its popularity. The disappearance of backgammon from
sculptural record after the 11th century indeed suggests that it was falling out of
favour as a game in India by this time, probably because it was overtaken by the
rise of Choupar to its high level of general popularity from the 15th century
onwards.
Same is the fact with Maharashtra, Chousar / Pachisi takes over Backgammon in
terms of its popularity. Locally popular by the name of “Saripat”, a variation of
which known as “pat songtya” can still be procured from turn-wood toy market of
Sawantwadi.

by Amit Deshmukh
Amit is a product designer presently teaching at the MIT Institute of Design.

In the previous article we have seen, how one board game overtook other in terms
of its popularity in later phases of history. Most of the paintings & sculptural
evidences show the games being played by kings, queens, courtesans, Gods &
Goddesses. But very rarely it shows common people playing these games. Agreed
that most of the art was for 'classes'& not for 'masses'; but still, what made these
games socially acceptable & popular?
“the game of Pachisi, OoncarMandatta” watercolour by William Carpenter, at
omkaramandhata, central India, early 1850's. Victoria & Albert Museum, London
What is the main purpose of a sedentary game? Recreation or a means to get
engaged with something in spare time; being the foremost reason, it practically
can be played by anybody. Gambling becomes the second reason, an improved
social interaction the third and educational – lessons on strategies the fourth!
Looking at the social structure of India till medieval time, third and fourth reason
may have helped raising the popularity of board games in a limited group of
people. Thus the first two become the predominant reasons for their popularity.
Also in daily life, at all levels of societies, from villages to courts, playing of
traditional games continued for both sexes may be like a continuous link between

childhood & adulthood. Interestingly, gaming also was associated to Hindu
concepts of 'Maya' or illusion and endless play phenomenon or 'Lila' the divine
creative plays of Krishna or Shiva. Thus sometimes sedentary games held a
significant role in religious rituals. (Games in history, myth, poetry & art – Andrew
Topsfield)
Where were these games played? What was the space context? The paintings
dominantly show royal houses, court rooms, harems as spaces. Sometimes special
pavilions are depicted predominantly in Rajasthani& Mughal paintings. This might
just be an artistic composition expression, but looking at elaborate Mughal space
planning, there might be special pavilions used for game playing. The most
elaborate example of space expression of a board game lies in FatehpurSikri, where
Chaousar is embedded in floor of one of the courtyards.
Another space where these board games are commonly found across India is
floors in temples as graffiti. Why would somebody carve these board games on
these spaces? Answer can be found imagining two scenarios.
1. When these temple spaces were being constructed. Number of artisans & stone
carvers working on these buildings for years must be living there in temporary
quarters. It would be but natural to create these illustrations on floors for daily
recreation amongst artisans.
2. Use of temple complexes (also river ghats) as spaces of social gatherings.
Everyday a group of people would meet at these spaces for social interactions.
Board games serving as a tool for these interactions would require a board to play
with. Looking at the flexible nature of gameplay, graffiti on floor & using stones as
pieces would serve the purpose.

The amazing aspect of sedentary games in South Asia is their sense of portable
nature. In India games were typically played not on hard boards but on surfaces
made of materials such as leather or cloth. This flexibility allowed these games to
be played in indoors & outdoors. Apart from royal courtesans, general public also
enjoyed this flexibility of space. The common spaces of play being village
panchayat, choupals, temples, river ghats etc. these gameplays were so adaptable
that even in absence of boards & pieces, a board drawn on floor & stones or seeds
would replace them respectively. One such example could be seen in Pataleshwar
temple floor besides one of the supporting columns.
In India board games were traditionally played at ground level, the board itself
placed on floor or on a very low table. With growing European influence in
subcontinent in 18th century, local elites adopted the western custom of elevated
furniture for board games. Many of these were made for wealthy patrons and are
finely carved, painted, inlaid with ivory and/or gold. These are the pieces which are
seen across the museums. The later Peshwa phase also witnesses some of these
examples.
The incorporation of elaborate art & craft and its fascination by Western world in
my sense took out the flexible nature of these board games in terms of play & in
terms of spaces.

On the Shoulders of Giants Column
Chetan Sahasrabuddhe writes about V.K. Bhave, renowned historian from
Maharashtra

neglect of other aspects of the past
such as society, religion, law, economics
etc.

The early historians of not just
Maharashtra but India in general (we
are talking about late 19th and early
20th century) were concerned primarily
with political and military history. Such
agenda was important for constructing
a nationalist discourse that attempted
to build a 'national identity'.
Unfortunately this resulted in total

Since the 1960's the Aligarh school has
worked on various aspects such as
revenue administration and social
conditions especially as observed in the
Mughal Society. The Historical
scholarship of Maharashtra however
was not so comprehensive (Of late the
work of several western scholars like
Stewart Gordon, Andre Wink, Gunther
Sontheimer, Anne Feldhaus, Irina
Glushkova, and Hiroshi Fukazawa have
made massive contributions the study
of Maharashtra, dealing with things like
revenue administration, state formation,
festivals, womanhood and so on,
however all that is after the 1980's).
In the general apathy accorded to social
history of Maharashtra in early 20th
century one name stands out, that of V.
K. Bhave (1885-1963).
Born in a middleclass family, he
completed his B.A. from Fergusson
College. He was a dedicated follower of
Lokamanya Tilak and after him edited

'Kesari' between the years 1930 to 40.
He wrote a number of books some of
which were published and some were
not. Perhaps his most important
contribution to Maharashtra vidya is his
four volume social history of
Maharashtra, two volumes of
Musalmanpurva Maharashtra, third on
Shivakalin Maharashtra and the fourth
Peshwekalin Maharashtra (Republished
in 2010 by Varada Publications as a set
of three volumes).
Na Chim Kelkar in his forward to
Peshwekalin Maharashtra mentions
three types of historical works that
existed in 1930's. Textbooks prescribed
in schools which were unfortunately
filled with political events, Research
based publications which were largely
collections of documents with little by
way of interpretation and the third
thematic collections which did not do
justice to social history. Kelkar goes on
to mention that Social history would be
of much relevance to the 'young men
and women leaning in schools' rather
than dry political events. He blames the
education officials of the then British
Government for this neglect. ….He could
well have been writing this in 2010!
Peshwekalin Maharashtra is the most
fleshed out of these four volumes
primarily because of the comparative
abundance of source material available
for interpretation. The subjects that

Bhave covers touch upon a great many
aspects of 18th century society. He has
examined performing arts, Jewelry,
Industries, festivals, Slavery, Education,
Gardening, Infrastructure, Architecture,
Revenue, Justice etc. Accompanied by a
list of primary sources, the book and
the other volumes are an invaluable
introduction to understanding pre 17th,
17th and 18th century Maharashtra.
Since then a couple of publications
have appeared that aim to be
comprehensive social histories of 17th
and 18th century Maharashtra.
However their contribution compared
to Bhave's work remains marginal.
Writing a history that has not been
equaled in its scope and content even
after ninety odd years is undoubtedly a
creditable feat. The least we can do is
perhaps to put-together a critical
edition of his work which could be
available in English to reach a wider
readership!

Vishwanath Kashinath Rajwade
(1863 – 1926 CE) and Sanskriti

Chetan Sahasrabuddhe

Mandal in Dhule and Amalner. He
published 22 volumes of various
documents related to Maratha history.
All these documents were collected
from various families of Maratha nobles.
This was all the more important as the
Peshwadaftar during these years was
closed to Indian researchers. Through
efforts of scholars like Rajwade,
historians got access to authentic
documents for writing a history of the
Marathas.

Rajwade's name is familiar to everyone
who has read anything about cultural
studies in Maharashtra. He was an
'institute builder' and established Bharat
ItihasSamshodhak Mandal in Pune in
1910 and subsequently also established
Vidnyan Mandal in Pune and Aarogya

In his later years Rajwade fell out with
Bharat ItihasSamshodhak Mandal, an
institute that he himself had established,
and shifted his base to 'Satkaryottejak
Sabha' in Dhule. Besides the task of
publishing documents Rajwade also
wrote numerous research papers and
articles (500 to 600!) on various
subjects. The subjects of his research
included not only history but also
philosophy, sociology and linguistics.
The Rajwade volumes that had been out

of print for a number of years were
reprinted in 2002 by
Dhule'sRajwadeSamshodhan Mandal in
18 volumes. While the efforts taken by
the editor in republishing are
commendable, a lacuna of these
volumes for early researchers is that
none of the letters published have a
summary in English which would have
immensely helped in making the
documents accessible.
Rather than going into more details
about Rajwade's work, I have chosen in
this article to highlight a comparatively
unknown association between the word
'Sanskriti' and Rajwade.
(The following is a translation of a small
note by Dr. Ashok Kelkar that appeared
in a 2009 issue of the magazine
Antarnad)

acceptable across the nation.
Rather than going for a literal
translation of the word 'culture',
Rajwade looked for the meaning and
related it to the concept of 'sanskar'
from our tradition. 'Sanskriti' is an
outcome of the various 'sanskar'. These
'sanskar' may be good or bad, tangible
or intangible, indigenous or exogenous.
Sanskar are the imprint of the
experiences that a person receives from
his surroundings. Some of these sanskar
remain unchanged for a long time while
some vanish in the course of time.
Sanskriti then is astorehouse of such
'sanskar'. Due to Rajwade's genius we
received a word like 'sanskriti' which is
way more meaningful as compared to
'culture'.”

Dr. Ashok Kelkar
Vishwanath Kashinath Rajwade's work
was continued by his disciple
“Some Indians wanted to transfer the
BhaskarWaman Bhat. Bhaskar Bhat
western concept of 'culture' to Indian
languages. Bengali speakers tried to use established the 'RajwadeSamshodhan
Mandal' in Dhule. The institute has
the word 'krishti' in order to maintain
managed to survive till date and
the original association of the word
'culture' with 'agriculture'. Rabindranath continues its research and publishing
Tagore however was not exactly satisfied activities.
with this solution. He contacted Dr. P.L.
Vaidya of Fergusson College, who was a
Sanskrit scholar of repute. Dr. Vaidya
informed Tagore of the word 'Sanskriti'
which had been coined by
VishwanathKashinathRajwade. Tagore
liked the word, used it and made it

Traditional Materials - Newasa Stone
Column
by Ar. Vikas Bhosekar
Ar. Vikas Bhosekar is a leading Landscape Architect, practising in Pune.

Artificial materials can never replace natural stone. There is a unique charm
associated with stone, and that it what it imparts to the outdoor space. I have been
using Newasa stone in my projects for the past 20 years and I have found it to be a
very versatile material, just right for any project, be it of a traditional or
contemporary theme.
Newasa stone is obtained from quarries located Newasa near Shirdi, from where it
is quarried, dressed and transported to other parts of the state. Akin to Deccan
Basalt as regards strength, Newasa can be used for construction of stand - alone
walls, as facing material in combination with brick and also for paving and

ornamental stonework. It lends itself
easily to 'Ghadai" or hand crafting and
dressing. Brownish grey in colour, it
lends itself to various surface finishes
and textures from the very smooth
(giving it an Ashlar masonry like
appearance) to the very rough. I have
used it extensively in my projects,
especially as facing material with
interlocking polygonal shapes fitting
neatly to for an almost 'zero-joint'
surface. Being softer than granite, the
stone is useful in creating desired
shapes and sizes, even in the form of
stone rings or 'Bangdya' that clad a
circular column, to making Tulsi
vrundavans that are crafted in a
traditional manner.
Dense, yet workable, this material is
almost maintenance free. It does not
get stained due to weathering or does
not collect moss either because of its
non porous structure. Another reason
why Newasa may be used is that it is a
good thermal insulator and a wall built
in the stone keeps the interiors
noticeably cool.
The only point of concern, however, is
the cost factor. Good quality Newasa
stone work may cost up to Rs 550/- per
square foot, including quarrying,
cutting, transport, and dressing.
Available in slabs as thin as 25 mm, to
blocks of 12'' size, Newasa stone
demands skilled labour to give it its

characteristic finish. But the ambience created by use of this stone more than
justifies the cost. Especially when it is used in an appropriate context, it can
represent traditional Maratha Architecture and culture. Deccan Basalt may be the
first choice where this kind of effect or symbolism is required, but the versatility
and easy workability of Newasa makes it an equally good option.
I have used the stone, not only in projects that need a traditional or old world
ambience, but in a contemporary way as well, in many residential and hospitality
projects that I have taken up. In combination with basalt, or marble, Newasa stone,
with its unique qualities, has enhanced many built compositions in my design.
It is a material that can never be replaced or become irrelevant and Architects and
Designers must think of using it in creative contemporary ways in their projects.

Traditional materials: Lime
By Ar. Vaishali Latkar - INTACH Member and Conservation Architect

Lime is one of the versatile materials that finds its application in diverse fields ranging
from art, agriculture, architecture and industries. Many marvels of Indian architecture,
be it stuccos from Malva region, temperas of Ajanta, Aaraish of Rajasthan, serene
reflecting black floors from Padmanabhpuram palace or polished plasterworks of
Chettinad houses from Tamilnadu, employed lime in its best possible manner. In
history, we find its use from prehistoric times through early civilizations till today.
Our ancient texts mention lime as Sudha. 'VishnudharmottaraPurana' of 5thcentury,
'Samaranganasutradhara' of 10th century as well as 'Shilparatna' of Srikumara of 16th
century mention various uses of lime. Our sustainable traditional practices included
applying lime wash in post monsoon season annually, owing to its disinfectant
properties.
Chemically building lime is Calcium carbonate(CaCo3). It is very alkaline in nature. In
nature, it is available as limestone, dolomite, and marble stones. In coastal regions,
seashells form the chief source of lime. In India, except Gangetic belt, we get limestone
in rest of the country and coastal region depends on seashells as the main source of

lime. However, due to the advent of
cement industry, nearly 75% of the lime
produced in India, is used in the
production of cement and rest finds its
way to iron, chemical and other
i n d u s t r i e s . L i m e f ro m K a t n i i n
MadhyaPradesh and various places from
Rajasthan is the much sought after lime in
building industry. Lime can be easily
extracted by heating the raw materials
above 900 degrees Celsius. Due to this,
lime becomes a low embodied energy
material as compared to cement. While
extracting lime from its sources, it gives
out carbon dioxide and when employed
in building works, it achieves its strength
by absorbing Carbon dioxide from the
surroundings in the process of
Carbonation. Thus lime work gains its
strength as the time passes. This is the
secret of long lasting historic buildings.
Traditional practices employ fat lime in
building construction against the
hydrated one, which finds its place in
contemporary practices. The use of lime
in building industry is in the form of lime
mortar, lime plaster, decorative plaster
works and waterproofing. Terrace
Waterproofing called, 'Chunegachhi' is
one of the best waterproofing methods.
Normally fat lime is stored in watertank.
Older the soaked lime, better are the
results. One craftsman working on the
restoration of Mughal monument told us
that for very fine finish, they soak lime for
more than one year. Various additives are
added to lime products to gain the

desired properties. In old times, it included addition of horsehair, jute fibres, straws
for reinforcement, clay for strength, raw sugar for better bonding, jaggery for setting,
egg-white for finishing. The beauty of lime work lies in its application irrespective of
the climate type. Thus lime has been successfully used in hot humid, hot and dry as
well as moderate climates. Ingredients to achieve desired result, also change
accordingly. Hence regional fruits and vegetables also get place in lime recipes.
Being aneco-friendly and sustainable material, Lime is making a comeback. Many
organizations across the globe are advocating the use of lime in building practices. In
India, many eminent architects are promoting the use of lime in contemporary
buildings, too.

Share your Heritage
Each individual possesses a personal heritage which he or she cherishes: it
could be a photograph of your great grandfather, a unique recipe from your
dear aunt, a beloved music record, a tree in your back yard, a family wada,
or your grandmother's 'paithani' saree. We would like to request our readers
to share such cherished heritage through articles, photographs, sketches,
etc. and we could feature them in the newsletter.

My Heritage: Shevga
by Ar. Asmita Patwardhan
Ar. Asmita Patwardhan is an Architect and Visiting Faculty at PVP College
of Architecture, Pune)

Recently my sister brought home an object from my ajji's (maternal grandmother)
house, a shevga, which was used to making rice vermicelli a family traditional dish
savoured by all on special functions. The shevga belonged to ajji's mother in law
and is over 150 yrs old. My sister wanted to retain a slice of that moment in time
when my ajji, Smt. Kamlabai Gajanan Gore,was with us. The shevga is a part of our
waarsa, and the taste of this ancient recipe prepared by ajji still lingers on my taste
buds with nostalgia.
The ingredients used in ancient recipes adhered to regionally available materials.
Rice, jaggery and coconut are abundantly used in cooking in the Konkan belt. It's
significantly seen that rice and coconut are also used in every important Hindu
ritual and considered auspicious. This recipe was almost forgotten in our family
until my sister brought the shevga home. I had one mouthful of the shevai and it
was as if ajji was visiting us after years! That's how food is a powerful binder that
keeps us bound to different experiences of our lives from different times and
places.

The Shevga comprises to two parts one is the base or stand and the other is the
press. It is crafted out of jackfruit wood and has an iron sieve that is fixed plate
enclosed within the cylindrical hollow portion within the stand. The press is T
shaped with its lower end fitting exactly with the hollow portion of the stand. There
is almost no ornamentation on the Shevga yet it is both ergonomically and
anthropometrically perfected machine. The joinery is of a tongue and groove joint
which has been nailed to secure it. The only place one can see design and
ornamentation is in the handle that is tapered and rounded to fit comfortably into
the hands of the woman operating it. The ironmongery is very rudimentary and
the fixed plate does not allow a variety in terms of varying diameter or cross
section of the vermicelli coming out of the machine.

Sad Demise

We are sorry to share the news of passing away of Madhavi
Kapur, educationist and INTACH Pune member on 1st June
2016; who dedicated her life for children's education and
designed innovative heritage education techniques among
others of her great contribution to education.
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Announcements
Upcoming activities and
events
Warsaa 13th Anniversary celebration We celebrate Warsaa The Heritage
Shop's Anniversary with two-day event
including a Warsaa exhibition and sale
and two workshops. Dates: 15th and
16th of April 2017
Venue: Kalachaya, Patrakar Nagar
Workshop 1: Decoding the Ganjifa with renowned Artist Raju Sutar
Join us for an interactive talk and
demonstration of traditional and
contemporary interpretations of the
Ganjifa playing cards. The talk will be
followed by a Ganjifa card playing
session.
Workshop 2: Longpii Pottery Workshop
- with Master Artisan Wungshungmi
Shangrei, jointly with Heart for Art Trust.
Join us for a hands on black pottery
workshop, traditionally known as
Longpii Ham and an exhibition and sale
for craft products.
To register write to
warsaaheritage@gmail.com

Jago - Heritage and Citizenship
programme that aims at promoting
heritage awareness and conservation as
good citizenship values - May/ June
2017
Reinventing Paris – July 2017
In late 2014, the city of Paris launched a
call for innovative urban projects for 22
sites in Paris. Over 800 teams sent their
proposal. Last year, the winners were
announced and a small exhibition of
each winning proposal was displayed in
Paris. Part of this exhibit, composed of
24 panels, will be showcased in Pune.
INTACH Pune will jointly organize it with
Alliance Francaise. BNCA will be the
venue partner.
INTACH's College Heritage Volunteer
Training Forum - An interactive
forum/platform to discuss Heritagebased Sustainable Development –
August 2017
For further queries/ to register as
participant/ volunteer for any of the
above activities, write to
intachpune@gmail.com
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